2019 PRODUCTS
ULTRA AERO SIRIO FABRIC
The Ultra Aero fabric Combined with the Ultra Aero Sirio totally together make this speed bib the fastest in the
world. They change significantly the morphological surface under tension. The aerodynamic drag can be reduced
up to 40% compared to a smooth-surface fabric. This special upshot affects the property and increases the
overall aerodynamic behaviour of the product.

SHIELD ENDURANCE FABRIC
This opaque material was designed specifically for full print bottoms. A 240 gram fabric that utilizes a
proprietary warp knitting process, resulting in the strongest printable polyester on the market thereby helping
to extend the life of your full print cycling garments, as well as retaining comfort in the process.
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TRAINING
AFFORDABLE AND STRONG
FOR CASUAL RACES

RED P-ENDUR PAD
Men’s specific chamois designed for short/medium distances and made from a 10
millimeter, standard density perforated Italian foam with rounded laser-cut edges. Col
fabric is a soft, smooth and 4-way stretch material.

NUDA ITALIAN PAD
Men’s specific chamois designed for long distances and made from a 12 millimeter,
high-density Italian foam with rounded laser-cut edges. Zero friction Bio-Ceramic fabric is
antibacterial and comfortable as the pad is much lighter than the traditional ones.

DOLOMITI PAD
Italian made pad intended for competition with a base foam of 65 Kg /m³ and a vv
thickness, assuring great freedom of movement and an amazing elasticity with no abrasion
or discomfort thanks to the carving technology. The internal foam has a high density which
guarantees excellent protection.
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